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68 Laser 4000s competed in the 2001 Nationals, hosted jointly by 
Mayflower SC and Royal Plymouth Corinthian YC from 26th to 31st 
August, and sponsored by Audi and Gul.  
 
Rob Andrews' Club Laser/Team Unlimited training session had put 
everyone in the mood for a week of close, exhilarating racing, but 
unfortunately on Day 1 these plans were thwarted by the lack of wind. The 
one scheduled race was started, but Race Officer Dave Curno wisely 
abandoned as the fleet rafted up on the windward mark in zero wind and 
significantly more tide.  
Day 2 saw the championship back on track, with three races completed in 
slightly more breeze, but it was definitely still a day for light wind settings.  
 
In Race 1, New Zealand Olympian Simon Cooke and crew Luca Dragonetti 
worked their way to the front on the first beat, and held their lead to the 
finish. Pete and Lisa Nicholas held on to 2nd until the last run, when in the 
dying breeze they fell back to 7th. Hugh Watson and Helen Lloyd finished 
2nd followed by Pete Barton and Roz Allen (Team Control). Race 2 saw 
several leading lights scoring early discards with some over enthusiastic 
starting, but Watson and Lloyd had clearly found their form, and led from 
start to finish. Ricky Tagg and Rob Andrews (Team Unlimited) just pipped 
Sandy McPhail and Andy Marshall (Yachting Life) for 2nd. By Race 3 
there was slightly more breeze, and Derek Bretherton and Carole Lovesey 
(Advanced Computer Solutions) led for most of the race, only to be 
passed on the last run by Watson and Lloyd, who made it 4 points for the 
day and took a commanding overnight lead.  
 
This year all the boats in the bottom half after Day 2 were also competing 
for a Silver fleet prize within the main fleet. This was eventually won by 
Jethro and Jessie Gebhard (Trident) who finished 24th overall. The only 
boats to 'escape' from the Silver fleet (by scoring a top 10 race result) 
were: John Reynolds and Fran Howell (10th in R3); Iwan Basten and Ollie 
Green (Hyder Consulting)(6th in R6); Georgia Tulli and Michele Perlo 
(9th in R8); and Fiona Ramus and Chris Gould (10th in R13).  
 
Day 3 dawned bright and sunny, and the stronger gradient wind was 
enough to hold off the sea breeze, and allow three races to be held in 
roughly the same direction! However, with windward marks laid close to 
the cliffs on the eastern shore, shifts and gusts were still the order of the 

day. The black flag in Race 4 again gave a lot of very keen starters some unwanted 
sitting about practice, but eventually a clean start got away, and Cooke and 
Dragonetti had to fight off the challenge of Mark Cotgrove and Ian Gotts (Team 
Control) all the way round to secure their second win of the week. Barton and 
Allen took 3rd.  
 
In Race 5 it paid to go left, especially for Bretherton and Lovesey, who led at the 
windward mark. This action packed race was subsequently led by Luke McEwen 
and Emma Evans (SP Systems) and all three Control boats, before Doug Baker and 
Hillary Sutton (Preferred IT) caught a great gust on the last run to take the gun 
from Barton and Allen then McEwen and Evans, with Ian Sanderson and Barbara 
Watson taking 4th. In Race 6 Tagg and Andrews managed to hold off Barton and 
Allen for the win, with Peter Matthews and Gavin Hardman taking a hard fought 
3rd.  
 
Day 4 was sunny again, but with a very light gradient breeze there was a long wait 
ashore and afloat before two races were finally sailed in a sea breeze that reached 
F3 but died through the afternoon. Race 7 saw Chris Fox and Bully pick up 1st 
place after early leaders Tagg and Andrews picked up a lobster pot. Baker and 
Sutton took 2nd, and Barton and Allen 3rd. Cooke and Dragonetti took their 3rd 
win in Race 8, and there were podium finishes for Tagg and Andrews and the 
Nicholas’s. 
  
By Day 5 everyone had a suntan, so slightly cooler weather and more wind were 
welcomed by most, if not all, of the fleet. A NW F4-5 greeted the fleet outside the 
breakwater, and overnight leaders Barton and Allen were soon in their stride again, 

Tony and CC enjoy the breeze at the end of the week                              
© Ocean Images/Laser 

taking the lead in Race 9. But they were overhauled by eventually race 
winners Cooke and Dragonetti, Control team-mates Pete and Lisa, and Chris 
Balding and Ben Dutton (Kalido) who scored their best result of the week in 
3rd. The wind increased to 20 knots for Race 10, and Hugh's new go-faster 
haircut came to the fore, as Watson and Lloyd took 1st, the Nicholas's 2nd, 
and McEwen and Evans 3rd.  
 
Race 11 went to Baker and Sutton, but not without a tight battle with Barton 
and Allen. Paul Robinson and Fraser Hayden showed excellent speed to come 
through for 3rd. Going into the final day, Barton and Allen led by 6 points 
from Cooke and Dragonetti, with Baker and Sutton just one point further 
back. Three more races were completed in the best conditions of the week - 
sunny, ad 18-23 knots. Race 12 was a tight duel between Baker and Sutton 
and the Nicholas's, with the Control boat eventually taking the upper hand. 
McEwen and Evans took 3rd, narrowly avoiding a major incident with the 

Joost & Jetske sailing off into the sunset                   © Alison Esse 
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committee boat at the finish for the second time in less than a month! 
Race 13 was unlucky for everyone apart from Preferred IT, as Baker and 
Sutton continued their push for the top, and led from the first beat to take 
the race comfortably from the Nicholas's and Tagg and Andrews.  
 
The final race of the championship saw Baker and Sutton stamp their 
authority on the fleet, winning seemingly with ease, with Tagg and 
Andrews in 2nd, and Pete "don't ask me" Harrison and Andy Macintyre 
ending their week on a high in 3rd. A dominant final day was enough to 
secure the 2001 title for Doug Baker and Hillary Sutton by 9 points from 
Simon Cooke and Luca Dragonetti, the only team to score 14 top 10 
results. Pete Barton and Roz Allen took 3rd, while Rob Andrews and 
defending champion Ricky Tagg had to settle for 4th. Pete and Lisa 
Nicholas were 5th, with early leaders Hugh Watson and Helen Lloyd 
completing the top 6. Winning this event also gives Baker and Sutton 
victory in the Audi Laser Euro Cup.  
 
Race Officer Dave Curno and his team, and the numerous sponsors (Gul, 
Noble Insurance, Proctor Masts, Quba, Control Software, Audi and Laser) 
made the event one to remember, and one that will keep 4000 sailors 
well stocked with stories for the bar for months, if not years to come.  

The National Champions enjoy their moment of glory   
 pic : Derek Bretherton 

1. Enjoy yourself 
2. Never give up in an individual race or the series 
3. If you are not sure about your rig settings, copy somebody else's 
4. The helm should guide the spinnaker pole down the starboard side of 
the boat.  This leaves more space for the kite during hoists and drops 
5. Hoisting and dropping on a dead run is much easier and faster 
6. Plan your manoeuvres (don't forget to tell the crew) 
7. The crew should keep the kite flying till the last possible moment during 
drops by standing on the sheet.  This keeps the speed up and makes the 
boat more controllable as well as being faster. 
8. Practise so that sailing is automatic and you can keep you head out of 
the boat and look around. 
9. Relax, it's only a game - but remember it's more fun when you win ;-) 
10. Look out for camera boats and when you see them smile, hike harder 
and crews should get their feet close together. 

Liz makes love to the camera 

Rob & Judith “Undutchables” flying downwind 
© Ocean Images/Laser 

Hee hee - Editor’s privilege - it’s me! (I think Derek is in the boat too!) © Ocean Images/Laser 
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 Ben Dutton staying in apartment with 5 fit 
Plymouth girlies - he got off with a 
dog - really a dog - mongrel called 
Bruno climbed into bed with him at 
5am 

Monday ...... 

Susanna Bickford standing on the bow, trying to throw water 
at other boats - capsized boat. 
Unfortunately, helm, Mark Richards, was 
asleep in the bottom and the first thing he 
knew about it was when his head went 
under water! He tried valiantly to save 
gloves, lunch, harness and lifejackets. 

Luca Dragonetti  forgot to put handbrake on car which 
would have rolled into sea had 3 strong 
lads not stopped it 

This man sleeps with dogs !!   pic : Derek Bretherton 

Mark Ponsford forgot to attach trailer to car - so boat 
overtook him as he was leaving his street 

Carole Lovesey stretching back and thrust chest into 
admiring Indian waiter (called Tiger).  
Also woke up with tattoo 

Race Officer for giving staring pistol to 85 year old 
Norman 'Trigger'' Brooks - who 
promptly shot Race Officer in the 
backside 

Luke McEwen Best Buddy award - Luke's 
encouragement was so good his Silver 
fleet buddy beat him in 2 out of 3 races 

Mike Owen capsized on leeward mark, trapping the 
mark between his jib and mast 

Race Officer for giving Norman the gun again 

key : “the winners!” 

Andy Richards arrived in Plymouth, turned straight round 
and drove back to the Wirrall to collect his 
favourite harness and 3rd spinnaker 

Tuesday ...... 

Steve “Mr Logos” 
Hopkin 

had rack pulled off in port/starboard 
incident with Anthony Bond (Bond on 
port) 

Will Gatehouse 2 sail reaching between races - hit by big 
gust and, while trying to kick mainsheet 
knot from under the bottle carriers, falls 
off the back of boat 

Iwan Baston seen throwing up between races 1 & 2 

 Georgia Tulli hit someone in every race - still had 2 
protests outstanding at the time of the 
awards presentations 

 Jethro Gebhard met his buddy (Mark) at leeward mark 
and told him to round to port as 
course B.  Mark rounds and, after a 
few minutes, realises the advice was 
completely wrong, so has to retire and 
go home! 

Mike Owen  
contemplates his  
failure to secure a 
Duckhams ..... this 

time!!!    
pic : Derek Bretherton 
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Helen Lloyd blew tyre up on trolley so much is exploded and 

half the 4000 fleet thought that was the signal 
to launch 

Wednesday .............. Hugh Watson getting his hair cut for his wedding in a 
Ladies Hairdressers 

Will  
Gatehouse 

 pumping before the start so much that 
he fell out of the boat ..... again! 

Race Officer another shooting incident on the boat - this time 
Dee got shot in the hand ... but her hand was 
covering her face at the time  

Henry Dawes shackle came off the main, so cut 2m off the 
main halyard to tie the main up.  Tied main up 
(in the water - usual hassle) Then found the 
shackle still attached to the halyard so no need 
to mess around at all  

Derek Bretherton chatting to Andy Richard in noisy bar - can’t 
really hear what Andy is saying, but being 
polite, he smiles and nods. Next thing he 
knows, he is being taken to the office to run the 
Protest Committee -after rather too many 
beers, and not being released until 11.30pm. 

Will Gatehouse  forced to do 360 by Italian 

Justin Deal/Nick 
Bubb 

the 5000s have been running the same course 
all year - with no gate upwind.  Justin and Nick 
are lying 2nd, saw 1st boat happen to go 
through the gate marks on the upwind leg - 
panicked that they had missed it out, so went 
back downwind and through the gate, losing 7 
places. 

Whose round is it ? 

Woman pulls 
Will!!   pic : 

Derek Bretherton 

Thursday .............. 

John Archer  got his mainsail stuck under committee boat 

Sandy McPhail knocked Henry's rudder off at 5 mins to go, 
capsizing them, and then ran over the plate.  
Sandy helped them get rudder back on with 3 
mins to go and spent the evening repairing 
Henry's plate 

Mike Owen & 
John Modral 

Swapped crews on water - hence needed to 
change racks. Both have rack pins in their 
mouths, and nearly swallow when capsize.  

Paul Robinson & 
Fraser Hayden 

Climbed from 8th to 2nd in race 1, following a 
great run. On the drop, however, the pole got 
jammed against the mast. Paul went in to sort it 
out, but was a bit over-enthusiastic when going 
to hike out again - forgot the toestraps and 
promptly fell out of the boat, breaking the tiller 
extension in the process. Sailed back to shore, 
got a new extension, and was pleased to make 
race 2. Joy was short-lived, as going up the 
first beat, Fraser went out on the wire without 
attaching himself - so fell straight off the boat! 

 Ben Deakin got off with a 15 year old AGAIN - "But 
she told me she was 17 - officer" 

Mike Owen capsized a Jetski which was rescuing him 

Mark Dicker downed 2 pints, threw up 2 pints and was 
thrown out of Bar Cuba - all in less than 30 
mins 

 Olly 
Ponsford 

got his trapeze hook caught in hole on 
L5000 rack whilst messing around on 
shore.  Had to take the harness off to free 
himself - but required bow of boat to be 
lifted up.  Took over 10 mins to free 
himself   
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Boys go pot-hunting ..... Chris, Paul,  
Darren and Ants find the easy way to pick-up prizes      

 PRIZE SPONSOR SAIL NO BOAT SPONSOR HELM CREW CLUB 
1 National  

Champions 
GBR-4552 Preferred IT Doug Baker Hilary Sutton Hayling Island 

2 Laser Cup ITA-4559  Simon Cooke Luca Dragonetti  
3 MA Noble GBR-4523   Control Software Peter Barton Simon Knatchbull Royal Lymington 
4  ESP-4423  Ricky Tagg Rob Andrews RYA 
5  GBR-4477 Control Software Pete Nicholas Lisa Nicholas Dalgety Bay 
6  GBR-4536  Hugh Watson Helen Lloyd Stokes Bay 
7  GBR-4138 SP Systems Luke McEwen Emma Evans Locks 
8  GBR-4544  Chris Fox Richard Bullock  
9  GBR-4604 Kalido Chris Balding Ben Dutton Datchet 
10  GBR-4611 Control Software Mark Cotgrove Ian Gotts Hayling Island 
11  GBR-4457  Ian Sanderson Barbara Watson Royal Lymington 
12  GBR-4610 Yachting Life Sandy McPhail Andrew Marshall Dalgety Bay 

 HELM CREW 
Tuesday John Reynolds Fran Howell 

Wednesday George Rice Lisa Curtis 
Thursday Chris Hoppins Elliott Jaro 

Prize Prize Sponsor Criteria HELM CREW 
Silver Fleet Control Software Top boat in Silver Fleet Jethro Gebhard Jessie Gebhard 
Best Buddy Control Software Best combined score of 2 

buddy boats 
Chris Fox 
John Reynolds 

Richard Bullock 
Fran Howell 

Best Newcomer City of Plymouth Trophy Best result for helm & crew 
attending 1st Nationals 

Pete Matthews Gavin Hardman 

Trident Ticker Trident Lowest placed boat to finish 
all races in series 

Craig Palmer Richard Smith 

Pete and Lisa lead Team Control and the rest of 
the fleet down the course      © Ocean Images/Laser 

Pete shows a suitable 
amount of respect to our 
new National Champion 
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 SAIL NO SPONSOR HELM CREW CLUB Quiberon Garda Plymouth Points after 
Discard 

1 GBR-4552 Preferred IT Doug Baker Hilary Sutton Hayling Island 18 2 1 3 
2 GBR-4523   Control Software Peter Barton Simon Knatchbull Royal Lymington 17 1 3 4 
3 GBR-4477 Control Software Pete Nicholas Lisa Nicholas Dalgety Bay 6 3 5 8 
4 ESP-4423  Alan Hillman Rob Andrews RYA 3 5 100 8 
5 GBR-4138 SP Systems Luke McEwen Emma Evans Locks 4 4 7 8 
6 GBR-4611 Control Software Mark Cotgrove Ian Gotts Hayling Island 1 8 10 9 
7 GBR-4514 Whitegrove Mark Richards Sam Hoyland/ 

Susanna Bickford 
Weston 7 11 60 18 

8 GBR-4610 Yachting Life Sandy McPhail Andrew Marshall Dalgety Bay 24 7 12 19 
9 SUI-4011  Ralf Plaenkers Isaline Marcel CW 2 21 20 22 
10 GBR-4604 Kalido Chris Balding Ben Dutton Datchet 13 100 9 22 
11 GBR-4600 ACS Derek Bretherton Carole Lovesey Grafham 9 18 13 22 
12 GBR-4544  Chris Fox Richard Bullock  15 100 8 23 
13 GBR-4460  Craig Hepplewhite Ben Schooling Helensburgh 100 13 18 31 
14 GBR-4240  Mark Cam Susan Winter RAF 11 22 100 33 
15 GBR-4445 Inspired Events Tony Kilby CC Summerhayes DWSC 16 17 33 33 
16 GBR-4498 Trident David Gebhard Jackie Gebhard Derwent 100 19 15 34 
17 GBR-4373  Charlie Coulbom Tom Peters RYA 100 16 21 37 
18 GBR-4572  Pete Harrison Andy Macintyre Stokes Bay 20 23 17 37 
19 GBR-4499 Trident Jethro Gebhard Jessie Gebhard Derwent 100 15 24 39 
20 GBR-4591 MGT Ronnie Millar Gillian Hooton  8 32 100 40 

Jamie & Jo                  © Alison Esse 

John shows Derek his contraption 

Dave & Jackie hang in there          © Alison Esse 

Chris - our very own “John T” ! 

Photos  
For copies of the pics included here, or to check 
for others of your boat, contact the photographers : 
Alison Esse : esse@globalnet.co.uk 
Ocean Images : marie@oceanimages.co.uk 
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Clare & Ian on the warm Summer day that was 
the British Summer © Alison Esse 

Training 
Two training days run by Laser 4000 coaches at Stokes Bay SC. 
Saturdays 13th and 28th October.  
Cost : £20 per day per boat; £15 per day per boat if you enter 
the Autumn series; £10 per day per boat for club members. 
Sessions start ashore at 10 am.    
Any questions contact peter_harrison@lineone.net 

Laser 4000 Class Autumn Series 
Stokes Bay SC, The Promenade, Stokes Bay, Nr Gosport 
2 races/day - Sundays 14/10, 28/10, 4/11, 11/11, 18/11, 25/11.  
NOTE: 21/10 NOT IN THE SERIES SO AS NOT TO CLASH WITH THE 4000 OPEN AT 
QMSC. 
Entry fee is £6.50 per day or £30 for the series, includes boat parking. 
Pay on the day. 
 

Prizes will be provided, but will not necessarily go to the winners! Best 
improvers etc, you could be in danger of taking the chocs. 
Any questions contact peter_harrison@lineone.net 

Thanks a lot to everyone who has helped in getting this issue out.   4000 website : www.lasersailing.com/laser4000   
Editor : Carole Lovesey    e-mail : carole_lovesey@ipcmedia.com   tel : (home) 020 7228 7118    (mob) 07973 205755 

2001 Circuit 
 

Last 4 Grand Slam Event 
Queen Mary SC : 20/21 October 
 

SuperCup Slalom 
Queen Mary SC : Sat 27 October 
Entry by invitation 
Great spectator event - come and watch the top boats 
crash & burn on an ever-decreasing race course 2002 Laser Asymmetric Ball 

Saturday 12 January, 2002 : 7.30pm-2am 
Royal Garden Hotel, Kensington 
Black tie : dinner & dance, 2001 Prize Giving plus other 
entertainment  
Tickets £50 if bought by Queen Mary open, £55 afterwards 
Download the booking form from the Laser 4000 website 
(Welcome page) or contact Jane Wilkens for info/tickets: 
wilkensj@vecman.com 

2002 EuroCup 
 

KWS, Holland 
1-3 June, 2002 
 

Riva, Lake Garda 
10-13 July, 2002 (provisional) 
 

Weymouth (Nationals) 
10-16 August, 2002 
 

Please check Event Calendar (to be sent in Winter 01 Edition of 4Play) and 
4000 website for further information on dates and format nearer the time. 

Ian is gobsmacked as new 
Class Chairman, Derek, 

fills him in on all the 
exciting events planned 
for the Winter and next 

year! 

Book the time off now - next year’s parties are 
going to be even bigger than this year’s (and 

we’ll probably do some sailing too!!) 

Class Association Membership 
Offer  
Know any 4000 sailors who are not members of the 
Association ? Anyone signing up between now and the end of 
the year can join until the end of 2002 for 1 year’s fee. 
Contact Will Gatehouse : william.r.gatehouse@accenture.com 


